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Getting to Hakone

Let's Enjoy Hakone's Various Rides!

HAKONE KAMAKURA PASS, 
Tickets information

Experience Hakone

Breathtaking Views of Mt. Fuji

Hakone / Odawara
Odawara
Hakone-Yumoto
Miyanoshita, Kowakidani, Gora, Sengokuhara
Ashinoko(Lake Ashi)
Must-See Spots by Area

Pointers on Bathing Etiquette
Japanese Customs for Rooms and Meals

Culture and Etiquette

Area Maps & Main Spots

· �Information published in this magazine is as of 
Nov.6, 2019. 

· �There may be cases of prices having been
changed since then, due to consumption tax rate 
revision and other reasons,so please check with 
the stores before use. And there are instances 
of consumption tax or bathing tax , other service 
fees applied separately. 

· �The overnight stay prices are a single person 
charge on weekday (Monday to Thursday and 
Sunday, excluding the day before a holiday) 
overnight stay with two meals, for a room by two 
persons unless otherwise stated. 

· �The details of what have been referred in this 
magazine could be changed or discontinued due 
to weather or other reasons. Please check with 
the organizer/facility/store before heading out.

· �Please ask each shop, restaurant, or venue about
its New Year’s and O-Bon

· �Please check with local offices before your 
trip to check the operation status of various 
transportation facilities.

Please note that the opening/business hours, 
charges, closed days, event opening periods and 
menu contents of facilities and stores published 
in this magazine are subject to change without 
notice.

Unauthorized reproduction/copying of 
photographs, illustrations, maps or articles in this 
magazine are strictly forbidden.

Hakone, known for its natural 
beauty that changes expressions 
with the seasons, is full of charms -- 
hot springs, museums and art 
galleries, historical buildings, 
leisure facilities, fantastic food 
and glorious view of Mt. Fuji, the 
world's cultural heritage site.

Please visit Hakone that made 
tourists of the world a captive, 
and make lots of memories there.
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Pointers on Bathing Etiquette
These are places to relax and heal your mind and body, so enjoy your time calmly and refrain from 
any public pool-type antics.

❶ Wash before entering 
the bath!
Wash face and body, then rinse 
off all soap before entering the 
tub. Enter naked, without wearing 
a towel, and enjoy soaking—only 
soaking. 

❸ Dry off after bath and 
before entering dressing 
room
Dry off with a towel in the bathing 
area, before entering the dressing 
room, to prevent the dressing 
room floor getting wet.

❷ No towels in the tub
Enter the bath slowly, to avoid 
s p l a s h i n g .  A s  a  m a t t e r  o f 
public hygiene, don’t put or let 
your towel into the water and, 
in  genera l ,  fo l low common-
sense manners as well as these 
etiquette pointers. 

Onsen FAQs

■ Onsen water can be quite dense and the heat intense, so 
avoid getting dizzy by limiting your time: don’t soak too long (no 
more than 15 minutes). Immerse yourself up to neck or waist, 
no deeper, and be sure to hydrate before and after a bath. 
■ Bath water may have some “floaties” that are natural mineral 
components, not trash or filthy bits, so don’t worry if something 
tiny comes your way.
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Total time
 Approx.2h.

Total time
 Approx.3h.

Total time 
Approx.2h.20min.

Total time 
Approx.50min.

Total time  
Approx.2h.55min.

Total time  
Approx.1h.40min.

Total time  
Approx.1h.45min.

T r a i n

B u s
Hakone-Yumoto Air Liner

Haneda Line

Hakone Line

JR Narita Express  Approx.90min.Odakyu Limited Express Romancecar  Approx.85min.

JR Tokaido Line  Approx.85min.

Tokaido Shinkansen  Approx.35min.

Hakone Tozan Train  
Approx.15min.

Approx.1h.40min.

Approx.6min.

JR Tokaido Line  Approx.60min. Keihin Kyuko Line  Approx.30min.

Odakyu Hakone Highway Bus

*It is an example. Estimated time is subject to change depending on operation and road condition.

Approx.10min.

Approx.45min.

Approx.85min.

Approx.20min.

Approx.45min.

Approx.1h.40min.

Haneda 
International 

Airport
羽田空港

Hakone-Yumoto Sta.
箱根湯本駅

Odawara Sta.
小田原駅

Hakone-
Yumoto Sta.

箱根湯本駅

Shinjuku Sta.
新宿駅

Tokyo Narita 
International Airport

成田空港

Haneda 
International Airport

羽田空港

Tokyo Sta.
東京駅

Tokyo Sta.
東京駅

Shinjuku Sta.
新宿駅

Yokohama Sta.
横浜駅

Yokohama Sta.
横浜駅

Shin-Yokohama 
Sta.

新横浜駅

Gotemba Sta.
御殿場駅

Hotel 
Hatsuhana
ホテルはつはな

Sengoku
Kogen
仙石高原

Yokohama 
Sta.
横浜駅

Hakone-
Togendai
箱根桃源台

19夏秋
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Hakone/
Odawara
箱根・小田原
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Odawara
小田原

No trip to Odawara will be complete without 
visiting this castle built by Omori Yoriharu, 
regional lord of Nishi-sagami during the 
Muromachi period (1337–1573). The Hojo 
Clan, entombed at Soun-ji, succeeded him 
in ruling from this historic fortress, said to 
have been the largest in Japan during the 
Warring States period.  

In addition to offering soothing sounds of 
harbor waters, this port serves up a rich sea 
harvest including horse mackerel and sardine. 
And being seaside, naturally the harbor 
has plenty of places to dine on the freshest 
seafood, possibly lunching on a catch hauled 
from the ocean by fishermen at dawn.

Established in 1894, next to Odawara 
Castle, the shrine has since been famous for 
the divine figure of Ninomiya Sontoku, well-
known agriculturalist and philosopher.

Flourished as a castle town during the Sengoku period (c. 1467–c. 1600), 
Odawara still has shrines, temples and other historical buildings today. 
Known also as a fishermen’s town, it specializes in fresh seafood cuisine.

Odawara Castle

Hotoku Ninomiya Shrine

小田原城

報徳二宮神社

Odawara Fishing port
小田原漁港
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① Odawara
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Hakone-Yumoto
箱根湯本

Arguably the most vibrant and lively hot 
spring district in all Hakone, Yumoto will soon 
convince you of its superior features, like hot 
springs for day trips, firmly established inns 
offering traditional hospitality, and streets 
around the station chock-a-block with 
restaurants and  souvenirs shops. 

Though it may be hard to believe 
geisha are not born but made, 
the daily training here of Yumoto 
geisha includes dancing, singing, 
reciting poetry, gracefully pouring 
drinks without spilling a drop, 
and more. In addition, seasonal 
events are held to demonstrate 
their accomplishments.

Gateway to Hakone sightseeing. Yumoto is a terminus of the Odakyu 
Romancecar; the shopping street in front of the station is crowded with 
visitors. There are rows of hot-spring inns along the Sukumo River.

Hakone-Yumoto Ekimae
箱根湯本駅前

Yumoto-Kenban
湯本見番
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Miyanoshita/Kowakidani
Gora/Sengokuhara
宮ノ下・小涌谷・強羅・仙石原

Sengokuhara

Located halfway up Mt. Hakone, the area is also dubbed Hakone’s inner 
room (okuzashiki). Many hot springs and art museums dot the area, and 
people can spend a soothing and healing time in nature.

Stroll around this French-styled 
park, opened in 1914, and get 
a clear sense of the design in 
bi lateral  symmetry around a 
fountain. Delights of the four 
seasons include a teahouse, 
ceramics, and flowers.

Experience the sensual feel of pampas grass 
fields at the foot of Mt. Daigatake, renowned 
for showing Hakone autumn at its best. 
These golden fields, swaying as one in the 
fall breeze, are wonderful to see and touch.

Hakone Gora Park
箱根強羅公園

仙石原ススキ草原

Sengokuhara
Pampas Grass Fields
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Note how this waterfall, 3 meters 
high and 25 meters wide, flows 
quietly and hangs like a reed 
screen over moss-covered rocks 
in the upper reaches of Jakotsu 
River. Enjoy seasonal changes 
like summer’s glowing fireflies 
and autumn’s fiery leaves. 

Chisuji falls
千条の滝

Miyanoshita/Kowakudani/Gora
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Ashinoko (Lake Ashi)
芦ノ湖

Feel the past come alive at this historic 
checkpoint for foot and vehicle traffic along the 
Tokaido Road, linking Edo (now Tokyo) and 
Kyoto in the Edo period. Inspection and tax 
collection were held in the Edo-style building.

Established amid the Nara period, this shrine 
was dedicated to all the local gods of Kanto 
and now is known for obtaining fortune, 
protection against evil, wish fulfillment, and 
safe road travel.  

Venues with superb views dot the region, including Lake Ashi with its 
famed view of Mt. Fuji. The area has been important for transportation 
since ancient times, and historical sites remain.

HAKONE TOWN Tourism Sec 
TEL 0460-85-7410
Open hours  8:30~17:15 
Closed on Saturday, Sunday and 
Public holidays

Hakone Free Wi-Fi App is released

“HAKONE FREE Wi-Fi SERVICE” Easy to connect. After downloading the 
app to your smartphone, tablet, or laptop, starts up the app(it) and con-
nect to many hotspots with a single click. Hotspots in Hakone will be 
searched automatically and connect automatically. Of course it’s FREE.

Hakone Shrine

Ashinoko (Lake Ashi)

箱根神社

芦ノ湖

Hakone Sekisho
(Check-point)
箱根関所
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■ Hakone Navi ／ https://www.hakonenavi.jp/english/

Notes:
•  Due to the entry restrictions of the Owakudani area, Owakudani Station 

is operational only for transfer purposes; leaving the station is prohibited. 
Restaurants and shops in Owakudani are not in operation.

• Accessing Owakudani directly by automobile is not permitted.
• The parking lot at Sounzan Station cannot be used.
• Check the operation status on Hakone Navi.
As of Nov. 6, 2019

Let's Enjoy Hakone's  Various Rides!
Hakone Ropeway
☎0465-32-2205
www.hakoneropeway.co.jp/foreign/en/

Fully experience nature’s 
finest from the sky

Enjoy the views during a 30-minute ride 
across 4 kilometers between Sounzan and 
Togendai stations, including the amazing 
Owakudani volcanic valley, Lake Ashi, and 
magnificent Mt. Fuji.

Enjoy 130-meter view!
Sounzan Station is 757 meters high, 
and Owakudani Station 1,044 meters 
high, a difference of 287 meters 
traveled in about 10 minutes. Enjoy 
the breathtaking view of Owakudani 
from a gondola height of 130 meters!

“KANKO SHISETSU-
MEGURI”Bus

Hakone Tozan Bus Odakyu
Hakone Highway Bus

This comfy way to go sports a fancy, retro-
looking design as it circles tour locations 
like museums, with skylight windows for 
breathtaking views of sky and trees.

Many buses operate, offering easy 
connections as it crisscrosses Hakone's 
fascinating mountain roads.

Offers direct transit from Shinjuku, Tokyo, 
Haneda Airport and Yokohama to Hakone 
and Gotemba.
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Let's Enjoy Hakone's  Various Rides! Whether cruising through the sky, crossing a lake, ascending or 
descending mountain trails on wheels or ropeway, Hakone boasts 
exciting ways to go and a chance to experience magnificent nature.

Hakone Tozan RailwayHakone Tozan Cable Car

Queen Ashinoko, a New Ship 
Debuts in April 2019

Hakone Sightseeing Cruise
☎0460-83-7722
www.hakone-kankosen.co.jp/foreign/en/

Hakone Tozan Line
Hakone Tozan Bus

“KANKO SHISETSU-MEGURI”Bus
Hakone Tozan Cable Car

Hakone Ropeway
Hakone Sightseeing Cruise 
Odakyu Hakone Highway Bus

Steepest pitch in Japan

Switchback

Travel from Odawara to Gora 
stations while enjoying the surrounding 
wilderness and breathtaking views from 
railroad bridges. 

Travels at approximately 1.2 kilometers 
to connect Gora and Sounzan stations 
in 10 minutes.

Operates between Hakonemachi, Motohakone 
and Togendai on Lake Ashi. Enjoy the excellent 
hakone skyline and a panoramic view of Mt. Fuji.

A classical feel is created by lavish use of wood 
from floor to ceiling and detailed attention to 
furnishings. Enjoy a sense of high-quality resort.

Between Hakone-Yumoto and 
Kowakidani stations is an 80/1000 
gradient, the steepest in Japan for 
an adhesion railway.

The railcar climbs the steep incline 
in a switchback zig-zag, changing 
directions back and forth.

Unlimited ride on the Hakone Sightseeing Cruise and the Hakone Ropeway
with Sightseeing Cruise & Ropeway 1Day Ticket / Hakone FreepassRecommendation

Note: Due to maintenance work on 
cable cars, operation is scheduled to 
be suspended from Dec. 3, 2019 to 
Mar. 31, 2020.

Note: Check the operation status on Hakone Navi.
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☎︎0460-83-6604
[MAP P15]

[MAP P13]

[MAP P15]

[MAP P7]

[MAP P9]

☎︎0460-83-7123

☎︎0460-82-2825

☎︎080-4330-4030

☎︎080-6887-2154

2

4

Hakone’s traditional marquetry 
craft dates back to the Edo period 
(1603–1867). Experience making 
a trick box (karakuri-bako) using 
beautiful pieces of wood.

Inside Hakone Gora Park is Hakuun-
do tearoom, built during the Taisho 
era (1912–1926), where you can tour 
the space and enjoy powdered green 
tea (matcha) and Japanese sweets.

Yosegi-Zaiku 

Tencha

Wishing at Shrine Fountain

Armor and Ninja Costumes 

Tree Climbing and Zip 
Line Adventure

Hakone Trick Museum

Hakone Shrine

Hakuun-do, Hakone Gora Park

Forest Adventure Odawara

Tokiwagi Gate, Odawara 
Castle Honmaru Hiroba

■ 10:00-17:00 (last admission, 15:00)  ■ Daily 
■ Fee: Trick box (small), from ¥2,000  ■ Reservation required

■ 8:00-17:00  ■ Daily  ■ Fee:Prayer Paper ¥500

■ 10:00-12:00, 13:00-16:00  ■ No fixed holidays
■ Gora Park Admisson Fee : adults(ages 13 and over),￥550； 
Hakuun-do tearoom, ¥700 (tea & sweets included)

■ 9:00-17:00  ■ Closed: No fixed holidays
■ Fees (accident insurance included): adults (18 and older), 
¥3,800; children (1st grade, elementary school, to 17), 
¥3,000  ■ Reservation required

■ 9:00-16:00 (last admission, 15:30)  ■ Daily
■ Fees (costume dress-up): adults (junior high schoolers 
and older), ¥500; children (elementary schoolers and 
younger), ¥300

Experience 

In the precincts of Hakone Shrine is the shrine of Kuzuryu, 
a nine-headed dragon. Holy water of the dragon deity 
pours into a basin before the shrine. Write your wish and 
pledge to fulfill it on a slip of paper and release it into the 
basin as a prayer to the nine-head dragon god.

Active travelers will enjoy our recommended 
forest adventure of entering a magic space 
of enormous 300-year-old trees and a 
mountain stream by zip-lining from tree to 
tree 10 meters off the ground.

At Odawara Castle, dress like a samurai 
in armor and helmet, a kimono-clad 
princess, or in the costume of Fuma 
ninja who supported the Hojo Clan.



Savory Premium Malt’s
for Enhanced Flavor 

Aura Tachibana is a resort inn where you 
can enjoy a superb view, hot spring bathing, 
fine food, and comfort. “Aura” is Greek for 
“gentle wind,” so here you feel Hakone’s 
refreshing breeze. The best part is Sky Terrace, 
overlooking the Hakone mountain range and 

the hot spring town. Three private outdoor 
baths also offer this view. Choose from two 
types of guestrooms: Mori no Tachi, a spacious 
Japanese room (12.5-jo or 23 square meters), 
and Kaze no Tachi, a room with an outdoor 
hot-spring bath, an accommodation for adults 
only.
Guests voice high praise for our or iginal 
Japanese menu created with the idea of   
beauty from within. A sense of mystery and 
eternity are evoked by original Japanese 
cuisine that is beautiful in form and content. 
Enchanting courses from appetizer to dessert 
will satisfy body and soul. The Premium Malt’s 
beer further enhances the taste of your meal. 
Its silky smooth, creamy foam and original 
richness can be savored fully to the last sip as 
the foam is retained thanks to special glasses 
jointly developed with a long-established glass 
maker handled by the pouring skill of a server. 
This brings you to a matchless glass of beer, 
distinctly malty and silky and best enjoyed 
together with Aura Tachibana’s Beppin cuisine.

Enjoy Creamy Brew Amid Breezy 
Views from a Hot Spring Inn

Care and attention are 
given to barrel and glass 
handling to serve up the 
Premium Malt’s beer for 
optimal enjoyment. E n j oy  s t r o l l i n g  a c ro s s  t h e 

Hayakawa River’s atmospheric 
bridge and a shopping street in 
front of Hakone Yumoto Station.

Restaurant
to  Savor 

The Premium Malt's
Hakone-Yumoto

Edition

20
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1

Map P.11

1 Nutritious and delicious dishes by a chef with 32 years’ experience 
including local fish sashimi, with your main course choice of meat 
or fish.  2 The inn is located in a high ground along the Old Hakone 
Highway.  3 Relax in a private bath in the Sky Terrace.  4 The 
Premium Malt’s beer is also served at a cafe bar.

TEL 0460-85-5541
Front Desk hours, 9:00-20:00
574 Yumoto, Hakone-
machi, Ashigarashimo-gun, 
Kanagawa
15-min. walk from Hakone-
Yumoto Station (Hakone 
Tozan Railway)
https://www.aura-tachibana.
com/

Aura Tachibana

21
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☎ 0465-22-4128

Daruma Ryoriten
国指定登録有形文化財 のれんと味
だるま料理店

MAP P9　

P7MAP☎ 080-4330-4030

Forest Adventure Odawara
フォレストアドベンチャー・小田原

1

2

☎ 0465-24-2237

Kaisen-Donya Odawara Kaishu
海鮮丼屋 小田原 海舟

1

2

MAP P9

1

32

▪2-1-30 Honcho, Odawara-shi, Kanagawa 
▪11:00-20:00 (last order) 
▪Open daily
▪8-minute walk from Odawara Station (JR, 
Odakyu) 
▪URL: http://www.darumanet.com/

Dine on original washoku (Japanese cuisine) 
in a leading restaurant of Odawara going back 
more than 120 years, located in a 90-year-old 
building declared a nationally designated tan-
gible cultural property. In this historic setting, 
you’ll sit down to a delectable meal of ingredi-
ents bought fresh every morning at a local 
market. Enjoy sushi, tempura, and sashimi 
prepared by our own itamae (master chef). 
Every dish is made for taste and appearance as 
well as requests for vegetarian, muslim, 
kosher, or other religious servings (reservation 
required; enquire if for that very day). 

Original Japanese Cuisine 
in Historic Setting

1  A thrilling adventure in the treetops, 
more than 10 meters high. 
2 Admission (including insurance): 
adults (18 or over) ¥3,800; children 
(ages 6-17) ¥3,000. 

▪4391-1, Kamenokouyama, Kuno, Odawara-shi, Kanagawa
▪9:00-17:00 ▪No fixed holidays 
▪15-minute bus ride from Odawara Station (JR/Odakyu Line)
▪ http://www.foret-aventure.jp

An outdoor park filled with trees whose origin is in France. Zip 
among the treetops in our special safety harness and enjoy 40 differ-
ent activities. Our two-hour course can be challenged by first-grade 
elementary school students and above. Also available is a kids course 
(limited to children younger than third-graders and 90 cm in height).

Thrilling Adventure in the Forest

▪1-14-55 Sakaecho, Odawara-shi, Kanagawa
▪11:00-16:30 (till 19:30 on Sat./Sun./holidays)
▪Open daily
▪3-minute walk from Odawara Station (JR/Odakyu line)

Kaisendonya, as its name indicates, specializes in rice bowls topped 
with seafood (kaisen-don) from Odawara and Sagami Bay that 
deliver satisfying taste and volume. Managed by a fishmonger, the 
restaurant offers matchless ingredients and freshness. Regulars 
come from near and far not only for about 40 kinds of kaisen-don 
but also for its sashimi and tempura.

Delectable Seafood Rice Bowl Dishes 

1  Dynamic dishes include 
Rice Bowl with Three Local 
Fish of the Day, ¥1,590 (ex-
cluding tax), kaisen-don, (rice 
bowl topped with fresh sea-
food), and ten-don (rice bowl 
topped with fried seafood and 
vegetables). 2  Enjoy a port 
-town vitality inside the 
restaurant. 

1  Set meals from ¥6,000. 
Savor authentic Japanese cui-
sine to your heart’s content. 
2 Chinese-style gabled eaves 
and hipped roof feature in this 
building declared a nationally 
designated tangible cultural 
property.  
3 Beautiful Kiri-no-Ma has clas-
sic Japanese-style furnishings 
as well as chairs.

Odawara 小田原 
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☎ 0465-24-3400

Sushi & Kaisen Ryori Irifune, 
Odawara Eki-mae Shop
寿司・海鮮料理 入船 小田原駅前店

1

32

MAP P9

☎ 0120-940-048

Calbi Ramen Keijoen
かるびラーメン京城苑

1

32

MAP P9

1  Odawara is a port town. 
Enjoy local-fish nigiri sushi with 
or without wasabi  Japanese 
horseradish.
2 Japanese mustard is an ideal 
condiment for well-known vine-
gared horse mackerel pressed 
sushi (oshizushi). 
3 There are Western table 
seats and traditional Japanese 
floor-seating.

▪2-1-29 Sakaecho, Odawara-shi, Kanagawa
▪11:00-23:00 (L.O.22:30)
▪Open daily
▪1-minute walk from Odawara Station (JR & 
Odakyu lines)
▪https://irifune-odawaraekimae.owst.jp/en/

Irifune restaurant is but a one-minute walk 
from Odawara Station’s East Exit. Its menu is 
eclectic, the place to enjoy a variety of dishes 
from seafood to sushi, tempura, to steak, and 
BBQ. Sushi masters and tempura chefs ply 
their fine skills with such specialties as hand-
formed nigiri sushi made with local fish, sim-
mered red bream, and crisp tempura. Izugyu 
brand beef comes directly from the ranch.

Fresh, Highest-Quality Seafood
Direct from the Fishermen for 21 
Years

1  The short ribs (calbi) high-
lighting the calbi ramen are sim-
mered until tender. 
2 Calbi Ramen MAX comes 
with leek, long onion, bean 
sprouts, komatsuna greens, 
marinated boiled egg, and slic-
es of stewed pork. 
3 The Calbi Ramen signboard 
is a local landmark.

▪1F 2-1-5 Sakaecho, Odawara-shi, Kanagawa
▪11:00-24:00 (last order 23:30) 
▪Open daily
▪1-minute walk from Odawara Station (JR & 
Odakyu lines)
▪http://calviramen.com/

This ramen shop became independent from 
the yakiniku (grilled meat) restaurant Keijoen 
of Odawara. The select beef short ribs fea-
tured at Keijoen are simmered slowly until 
they are melty-tender. The soup is a delight-
ful blend of chicken stock soup and beef 
umami with the sparkle of three kinds of chili 
pepper. Cooked rice added to soup remaining 
after the ramen has been finished allows one 
to enjoy the dish twice.

Calbi Ramen Restaurant
Features High-Quality Select 
Beef

Restaurant Hot Spa ActivityHotelShop Museum
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☎ 0460-85-6111

Yumoto Fujiya Hotel　湯本富士屋ホテル

1

2

MAP P11 ☎ 0460-85-5775

Mamane-yu Masutomi Ryokan
ままね湯　ますとみ旅館

1

2

MAP P11

1  Discovered in the eighth century, 
Yumoto Hot Springs has the longest 
history of Hakone’s 17 major hot 
springs.
2  Three-minute walk from Hakone-
Yumoto Station. Photo op: Ajisai 
Bridge, in front of the hotel.

Rooms with a view of mountains or of Hakone’s funicular train are 
inviting, as are dining options like izakaya or restaurants serving sea-
sonal-focused Japanese, Western, and Chinese cuisine. What’s more, 
refreshing immersion awaits you in outdoor open-air bathing set amid 
nature; large public indoor bathing, with room to move at ease; and pri-
vate family bathing, all renowned for beautifying the skin.

Comfort Zone Deep in Nature

▪256-1 Yumoto, Hakone-machi, Ashigarashimo-gun, Kanagawa 
▪Lunch: 11:30-14:00; Dinner: 18:00-20:30 
▪Open daily ▪3-minute walk from Hakone-Yumoto Station (Hakone Tozan 
Railway) ▪https://www.yumotofujiya.jp/en/ 

1  Traditional Japanese-style architec-
ture and warm hospitality are popular 
with overseas travelers.
2 Washoku meal of seasonal vegeta-
bles and fresh seafood is healthy and 
delicious. Enjoy our specially prepared 
breakfast, too.

▪656 Yumoro, Hakone-machi, Ashigarashimo-gun, Kanagawa
▪5-minute walk from Hakone-Yumoto Station (Hakone Tozan Railway)
▪http://www.mamaneyu.jp/

Relax in comfort and style at this Japanese inn, a five-minute walk 
from Hakone-Yumoto Station, where you can immerse yourself in a 
rooftop open-air bath (¥2,000/45 min., total fee for two) boasting 
the best hot-spring water quality in Hakone. As you bathe, enjoy a 
magnificent view of Hakone’s beautiful sunrise or sunset beyond the 
mountains.

Hot-Spring Inn Focused on Washoku

Hakone-Yumoto 箱根湯本
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☎ 0460-85-7737

Manju-ya Nanohana
まんじゅう屋 菜の花

MAP P11☎ 0460-85-5337

Sanzoku Horumon　
山賊ホルモン
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2

MAP P11
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1  Popular onsen manju Hakone no 
Otsukisama, 6-piece set, ¥690 (tax 
included)
2  Manju just-made by saturated steam 
are sold at our storefront.

▪705 Yumoto, Hakone-machi, Ashigarashimo-gun, Kanagawa
▪8:30-17:30 (until 18;00 Sat./Sun./holidays)▪Open daily
▪1-min. walk from Hakone-Yumoto Station (Hakone Tozan Railway)
▪http://www.nanohana.co.jp/

Founded in 1905, Nanohana sells just-steamed onsen manju, sweet 
buns sold at hot springs. Inside a thin skin made with Okinawa black 
sugar is smooth sweet bean-paste seasoned with sea salt. Savor one 
of Hakone’s famous confections as you stroll at ease through our 
hot-spring resort town.

Onsen Manju of Established Confectioner

1  Part of the fun is cooking luscious 
meat yourself on a shichirin grill at each 
table.  
2 Terrace dining is a popular choice by 
day, so have a great time with friends 
and family at our spacious restaurant. 

▪724-5 Yumoto, Hakone-machi, Ashigarashimo-gun, Kanagawa
▪12:00-25:00 (last order 24:30) ▪Open daily 
▪3-minute walk from Hakone-Yumoto Station (Hakone Tozan Railway)
▪http://sanzokugayu.com

For succulent yakiniku (grilled meat), this is the place to go: rich variet-
ies of meat served with care for handmade sauce, dressing, and even 
kimchi. Among many conveniences, like nearby Hakone-Yumoto 
Station, is our uniquely late closing time of 1:00 AM. Also savory are 
our reasonable lunch sets from ¥1,150 (excluding tax).

Fun and Popular Yakiniku Until Late 

Japanese Customs for Rooms and Meals
Please take particular care for characteristic Japanese culture and customs when eating meals 
or staying at ryokan (Japanese-style inns) which have a traditional Japanese atmosphere.

Simple  Facts  about  Japanese-Sty le 
Rooms and Tatami Mats

❶ It is standard to
remove your shoes in 
the entry hall before 
entering a room.
In the front entryway take off your 
shoes while facing forwards and 
then enter the room. You should 
then bend down and turn your 
shoes to face the other way, 
aligning them neatly.

❸ Try wearing your
yukata around the
ryokan.

A yukata is a traditional type of 
Japanese clothing, often worn 
after bathing or while sleeping. 
Be sure to cover your body first 
with the right-hand side, then 
left-hand side. When staying 
at a ryokan, you’re welcome to 
wander around in yukata.

❷ Bowls should be
held in your hand
when eating.
The bowl containing your rice as 
well as your soup bowl and other 
bowls should all be held in your 
hand while eating from them. 
Don’t squeeze the chopsticks 
too strongly, hold them vertically, 
cross them over, or stab your 
food with them.

■ A Japanese-style room is one laid with tatami mats. 
One appealing feature is the rooms may be used for many 
purposes, such as a living room, bedroom, or guest room. A 
single tatami mat is roughly 180 cm x 90 cm, and is counted as 
1 ‘jo’ (a specific Japanese counter for tatami mats).
■ Tatami mats provide Japan-style flooring. The face of tatami 
mats is woven grass, meaning they are highly absorbent, 
warm in winter, and cool in summer. Their fragrance also has a 
relaxing effect.

Restaurant Hot Spa ActivityHotelShop Museum
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☎ 0460-87-3931

Okada Museum of Art
岡田美術館

1

2

MAP P13MAP P12☎ 0460-86-3111

Hakone Venetian Glass Museum
箱根ガラスの森美術館

1

2

1  Magnificent mural of Fujin and Raijin 
(wind and thunder gods, respectively),  by 
Fukui Kōtarō, 12 x 30 meters, entitled 
Wind/Time,  sweeps you into a mythic 
world from the museum entrance.
2 Resplendent gallery exhibiting only gold 
folding-screens throughout the year.

▪493-1 Kowakudani, Hakone-machi, Ashigarashimo-gun, Kanagawa▪9:00-17:00 (no 
admission after 16:30)▪Open daily▪Entry fees: adults/university students, ¥2,800;  
elementary/junior high/high school students, ¥1,800; garden admission, ¥300. 
▪20-minute bus ride from Hakone-Yumoto Station (Hakone Tozan Railway) and 
1-minute walk from Kowakien bus stop.▪ URL: https://www.okada-museum.com/en

The Okada Museum of Art boasts one of the largest indoor exhibi-
tion spaces in Hakone. About 450 Japanese and Asian paintings, 
ceramics, and other works from ancient times to the present are  
regularly exhibited throughout its five floors. Immerse yourself first 
in a world of beauty and then in a dining facility and footbath cafe 
for a relaxing experience complete with aesthetic appreciation. 

Swept Up by Time and Beauty

1  The only museum in Japan where 
visitors can experience a broad presen-
tation of Venetian glass.
2  In the cafe-restaurant live perfor-
mances of Italian canzone are held six 
times every day.

▪940-48 Sengokuhara, Hakone-machi, Ashigarashimo-gun, Kanagawa ▪10:00-17:30 
(last admission: 17:00) ▪Open daily (excluding 11days from Jan.14 to 24,2020) 
▪Admission fees: adults, ¥1,500; high school and university students, ¥1,100; primary 
and junior high students, ¥600. ▪25-minute bus ride from Hakone-Yumoto Station 
(Hakone Tozan Railway) ▪https://www.hakone-garasunomori.jp 

The Hakone Venetian Glass Museum showcases the glass art of the 
beautiful city of Venice. The collection centers on works from the 
15th to 19th centuries, which excited European royals and aristo-
crats; the creations of contemporary glass artists are also well repre-
sented. A must-see is the beautiful garden overlooking Owakudani 
and decorated with crystal glass objets and seasonal flowers.

Delicate and Elegant Glass Art

Miyanoshita / Kowakidani /Gora / Sengokuhara
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MAP P13☎ 0460-82-2121

Laforet Club Hakone Gora Yunosumika
ラフォーレ倶楽部 箱根強羅 湯の棲

1

2

☎ 0460-82-1066

Hakone Jinenjonomori Yamagusuri
箱根 自然薯の森 山

やま

藥
ぐすり

P13MAP

1

2

☎ 0460-84-5529

Korean Cuisine Yakiniku　Gyeongbokgung
韓国料理・焼肉 景

キョン

福
ボッ

宮
クン

1

2

MAP P12

1  Time for a nighttime chat in the irori-
style living room.
2  Premier room with an outdoor hot 
spring bath for pleasurable immersion 
anytime, in private and at your own 
pace (overnight stay from ¥20,000).

▪1320 Gora, Hakone-machi, Ashigarashimo-gun, Kanagawa
▪5-minute walk from Naka-Gora Station on Hakone Tozan Cable Car Line
▪http://www.laforet.co.jp/gora/

Take off your shoes for a delightful stay amid the hospitality of our hot 
spring inn, and relax in a guestroom offering calm ambience, contempo-
rary Japanese décor, and free WiFi. Luxuriate in outdoor baths set not only 
in a Japanese garden, a source of pride, but also some guestrooms. Good 
taste also awaits in our restaurant, where the latest in Japanese-Western 
fusion is served with a wondrous view of the Hakone mountains.

Stay at a Modern Japanese Hot Spring Inn

▪224 Miyanoshita, Hakone-machi, Ashigarashimo-gun, Kanagawa
▪Weekdays:10:00 - 20:30;Sat./Sun./holidays:7:00 - 20:30(last order,20:00)
▪Open daily
▪15-minute bus ride from Hakone-Yumoto Station (Hakone Tozan Railway)

Japanese yam is a beloved traditional food from ancient times. Its 
sticky texture is a perfect match for Japanese rice! Experience the real 
thing for traditional Japanese cuisine and culture with our fine set 
menu: tofu, dried fish, and miso soup. Consult with us as well for 
halal and vegetarian menu. 

Delicious Traditional Japanese Food

1 A perfect match for the great 
texture of barley and rice.
2 Our “Supreme Lunch Set” 
(¥2,780 + tax) is served with tra-
ditional Japanese dishes, includ-
ing tofu, dried fish, and fried 
kamaboko fish cake.

▪74-1 Sengokuhara, Hakone-machi, Ashigarashimo-gun, Kanagawa ▪17:30-
22:00 (last order 21:30) ▪Closed Wednesdays ▪ 25-minute bus ride from 
Hakone-Yumoto Station (Hakone Tozan Railway) 

Come to this popular yakiniku (“grilled meat”) restaurant and savor 
the rich taste of quality kuroge wagyu (Japanese black beef) at reason-
able prices. Cook your selection atop a smokeless grill, dip it in our 
secret house sauce, and delight in the umami of this fine beef cut. Also 
enjoy a wide variety of a la carte dishes. With closing hours at 10 PM, 
you can sit back and dine at leisure with family and friends.

Yakiniku Restaurant for Fine Kuroge Wagyu

1  Beautiful marbling in select 
kuroge wagyu is a proof of 
great taste.
2 Dine leisurely at your table, 
complete with modern foot 
well. Station pick-up and 
drop-off are available.

宮ノ下・小涌谷・強羅・仙石原 Restaurant Hot Spa ActivityHotelShop MuseumRestaurant Hot Spa ActivityHotelShop Museum
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Restaurant Hot Spa ActivityHotelShop Museum

MAP P15☎ 0460-83-5151

Kinubiki no Sato　
絹引の里

1

2

1

2

☎ 0460-83-5377 MAP P15

Maruu Tashiro Motohakone Port Shop
丸う田代 元箱根港店

☎ 0460-83-1074

Ashinoko Terrace Italian Restaurant La Terraza
芦ノ湖テラス イタリアンレストラン  ラ・テラッツァ

1

2

MAP P15

1  Kinubiki Tempura Shoga Udon, 
¥1,404. 
2  Kinubiki Tenseiro, ¥1,944. 
Washoku artisanal cooks create dishes 
with such appeal that Japanese as well 
as Hollywood stars travel far and wide 
to be here.

▪6-10 Moto Hakone, Hakone-machi, Ashigarashimo-gun, Kanagawa
▪Daily Hours (with seasonal variation): 11:00-18:00, last order ▪Open daily
▪40-minute bus ride from Hakone-Yumoto Station (Hakone Tozan Railway)
▪http://www.kinubikinosato.jp (in Japanese)

Kinubiki Udon offers finely rendered udon noodles of the high-
est-grade Japanese wheat and well-known Hakone water, kneaded 
together with grated Japanese burdock and sesame. This trademark 
udon is registered and enjoyed only in this restaurant.

Renowned and Novel Noodles
Maruu Tashiro is Odawara’s long-established shop specializing in 
kamaboko (elegant fish paste). Enjoy our array of snack confections 
fit for eating while walking as well as freshly deep-fried satsuma- 
age rounds, Odawara oden to enjoy after dipping in plum miso, and 
Hakone manju buns. Dining space is also available in the shop.

Savor Famous Oden by Lake Ashi

1  Hot Odawara oden of abundant ma-
terials making best of local ingredients 
in dashi broth. You can enjoy rich sa-
tsuma-age, too.
2  The landmark of Lake Ashi is the po-
etic torii gate of Hakone Shrine stand-
ing in the lake.

▪6-21 Moto-Hakone, Hakone-machi, Ashigarashimo-gun, Kanagawa
▪10:30–16:30　▪No fixed holidays
▪40-minute bus ride from Hakone-Yumoto Station (Hakone Tozan Railway)

▪61 Moto-Hakone, Hakone-machi, Ashigarasimo-gun, Kanagawa 
▪Weekdays: 10:30-20:00; Sat./Sun./holidays: 9:00-20:00(last order, 19:30) 
▪Open daily (except February ) ▪40-minute bus ride from Hakone-Yumoto 
Station (Hakone Tozan Railway) ▪http://www.ashinoko-terrace.jp/restaurant.html

With 30 varieties of pizza baked in a large Italian pizza oven, we 
offer you a genuine taste of Italy! You can enjoy delicious Italian 
cuisine with cheeses and wines crafted in Italy. Next door you’ll find 
a museum, a specialty shop, and a selling watercolors by Toyoo 
Tamamura.

Italian Cuisine on the Lakeside

1  Assortment of five appetiz-
ers, ¥1,000; tomato sauce 
pasta with (Mochi)  brand-
pork, ¥1,300; margherita 
pizza, ¥1,800.
2  The open atrium gives you 
a feeling of abundant spa-
ciousness, complemented su-
perbly by beautiful views of 
Lake Ashi stretching out be-
fore your eyes.

Ashinoko(Lake Ashi) 芦ノ湖
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Narukawa Art Museum

from Mt.Komagatake 

Breathtaking 
Views of Mt. Fuji
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4

2

from Moto-hakone Port

Mt. Fuji, symbolic home to Japanese people, became a 
World Cultural Heritage site by virtue of its beauty and 
being a source of spiritual as well as artistic inspiration. 
Experience all the joys of uniquely viewing Japan’s 
sacred peak from Sengokuhara and Moto-Hakone areas.

*Please check with local offices before 
your trip to check the operation status 
of various transportation facilities.
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Hakone Botanical Garden 
of Wetlands and Mori no 
Café HAKONE
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